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The following is a limited term “Pick-4” promotional feature.  This promotion is set to 

begin on Monday September 1, 2014 and will run through Sunday September 14, 2014, 

and will be called GREEN BALL DOUBLE DRAW. 

 

Drawings for GREEN BALL DOUBLE DRAW will be conducted in the following 

manner: 

 

1. Each midday and evening during this promotional period the drawing will be 

conducted to select the daily Pick-4 lottery number.  

 

2. After the Pick-4 number is selected  a separate GREEN BALL DOUBLE DRAW 

Machine (“Machine”) that will contain nine or less white balls (exact number 

determined by how many have previously been removed during course of 

promotion) and one green ball, will be used to conduct a separate, independent 

drawing.  

 

3. One ball will be selected from this Machine per drawing. 

 

4. If a white ball is selected it will be removed from the Machine and NO additional 

Pick-4 draw will take place. 

 

5. If the Green ball is drawn, an additional second Pick-4 drawing will be conducted 

to select a second bonus Pick-4 number providing for a second chance to win on 

the same wager. 

 

6. Once the Green ball is drawn all balls are returned to the Machine for the next 

drawing at which point the process starts over. 

 

7. A computerized screen in the drawing studio will display all winning numbers 

immediately after drawing. 

 

8. The lottery will match and fund a separate prize pool for this second set of 

numbers. 

 

9. Payouts will be determined by number of winners (straight, box and pairs) as 

calculated by the Pari-Mutual Formula determined in Section 9 of the official 

Pick-4 Rules. 

 

10. Results of the GREEN BALL DOUBLE DRAW payouts will be released by 

Lottery Drawing staff after completion of the Prize Validation process. 

 

 


